FEBRUARY 12, 2014
SU 304 B 12-2PM
LEVERAGING LINKEDIN TO LAND THE JOB
By John Bau

Effective job searching is almost never a straightforward transaction. Learn how to conduct a career-related primary-source research via LinkedIn.com and other means to prospect, identify and the target the job you really want.

FEBRUARY 26, 2014
SU 304 B 12PM-2PM
YOU GOT THE JOB...NOW WHAT?
ACADEMIC SURVIVAL SKILLS
By Bill Mustain, Bing Wang,
Pinar Zorlutuna, Nick Lownes

You made it...but now what do you do? What are the dos and don'ts of early career navigation in academia? Do you know what you're in for? Come meet new faculty members and learn about what to expect and how to prepare for the beginning of your academic career!

MARCH 12, 2014
SU 331 B 5PM-7PM
NAVIGATING YOUR CAREER SUCCESSFULLY:
WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO SUCCEED IN INDUSTRY?
By Pete Halvorsdon, Mike Cantor,
Bryan Garcia, Tom Martin

How do you make decisions that will positively affect your career? How do you overcome obstacles and maximize your strengths? Come meet members of the School of Engineering’s advisory board to discuss their career path experiences and what they have learned in the process!

APRIL 16, 2014
SU 304 B 12-2PM
BASIC PEOPLE MANAGEMENT SKILLS
By Dr. Stephen Austin

What skills do you need to manage people effectively? What characteristics define a good manager? How do you communicate to a group effectively in order to accomplish shared goals? Come meet Dr. Stephen Austin, Director of Research & EGRG Site Manager at Emhart Glass. He is also an adjunct professor at the University of Hartford. An alumnus, Stephen received his PhD in Mechanical Engineering and MBA from UConn.